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Background: Defining laboratory reference ranges is critical to the medical decision-making process
and ultimately patient care. Reference ranges are often defined distributionally by the 5th and 95th
percentile values of healthy patient labs1. However, most laboratories use a single reference range for
all patients, ignoring potential genetic differences amongst the population2. The goal of this study is to
determine 1) if gender/ethnicity differences exist in lab reference ranges, and 2) if defining populationspecific reference ranges are more associated with adverse postoperative outcomes as compared to
the standard range.
Methods: Lab results from outpatient individuals with primary care providers
were pulled from the UCLA electronic health record (EHR) to establish specific
lab reference ranges based on patient gender and ethnicity for 37 labs, which
we defined as the cohort reference range. In the event that patients had more
than one visit, the results from the first visit were included in the analysis. In
total 385,170 individuals met inclusion criteria, constituting 8,713,072 total lab
results. The boundaries of the gender/ethnicity cohort reference ranges were
set by the 5th and 95th percentiles of the lab value distribution. For the
outcomes analysis, 100,208 anesthesiology cases were extracted including
patient demographic data, most recent lab prior to procedure, and postoperative mortality and acute kidney injury (AKI). Patients included in the study
were age 18 and older with a hospital length-of-stay greater than 1 day.
Patients were then grouped into four categories based on their pre-op lab
values: inside the reference range, outside the reference range, inside the
cohort range, and outside the cohort range. A logistic regression was performed
for each lab to assess the odds ratio of two postoperative outcomes, acute
kidney injury and mortality, subsetted by patient gender and ethnicity.
Results: We found that 25 out of the 37 labs demonstrated gender/ethnicity
variation. Patients who fall outside of their gender/ethnicity cohort range have a
significantly higher odds for postoperative AKI (84% of the time) and mortality (74% of the time) than if
they were to fall outside the standard reference range.
Conclusion: Our results show that the standard reference ranges used in clinical settings do not
always account for the gender and ethnic diversity of the patient population and that the population
specific reference ranges are more closely associated with post-operative outcomes. There may be
an opportunity to improve understanding of “normal” lab results by accounting for gender and ethnic
diversity in our patient population.
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